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Who are rey's mother and father

General Hospital (GH) spoilers tease that there’s a question the show still needs to answer: Who is Esme Prince’s (Avery Kristen Pohl) mother? Esme’s shocking mommy dearest will have to be revealed sooner or later, so let’s mull over the options now that Ryan Chamberlain (Jon Lindstrom) has confirmed Esme is his daughter. Of course, we should
start by pointing out that Ryan is far from trustworthy – and Esme is awfully desperate for a family. There’s no guarantee this father-daughter bond is legitimate since Ryan could be manipulating Esme into doing his bidding. That said, the twisted connection between Ryan and Esme seemed genuine. Esme is certainly a chip off the old psychotic block,
so it’s easy to believe she’s the daughter of a creepy serial killer like Ryan. Esme and Ryan have proven they’re a lot alike, so let’s just assume Ryan is telling the truth for now. That still leaves the mystery of who Esme’s biological mother is. It’s possible Esme’s mom is already dead like her adoptive parents. Ryan may be all the family Esme has left in
this world – and in that case, the show might just make her mom some unknown woman who became a victim of Ryan’s. However, that seems like a missed opportunity under the circumstances. Why not give Esme a mother on canvas who could ultimately become part of this wild storyline? That brings us to another important point. GH writers
obviously didn’t dream Esme up way back when she would’ve been conceived, so this is a soapy rewrite – meaning that history will have to be altered to explain her existence. In other words, there’s no need to dwell on the details too much. Esme could even be some test-tube baby that was delivered via a surrogate, which opens the door to plenty of
possibilities. Harmony Miller (Inga Cadranel) isn’t Willow Tait’s (Katelyn MacMullen) biological mother, but could she be a bio mom to Esme? Perhaps Harmony has been inserted in Ryan’s storyline for a reason. Kristina Wagner (Felicia Scorpio) was put on contract not too long ago – and Felicia was romantically involved with Ryan once upon a time.
Could this wacky rewrite make Felicia a mother to Esme somehow? Then again, Lucy Coe (Lynn Herring) has been talking about the babies she lost lately, so maybe that’s a hint that she’ll become a mother to Esme. We definitely can’t rule it out! It’s also interesting that Esme was so quick to snap that Ava Jerome Cassadine (Maura West) wasn’t her
family. Could Ava be Esme’s mom in a stunning twist? Ryan intends to give Esme the family she always wanted, so the shocker could be that Ava is somehow Esme’s biological mother. We can’t forget the writing fiasco of Anna Devane (Finola Hughes) having Peter August (Wes Ramsey) with Cesar Faison (Anders Hove), which was later rewritten
again to make Peter the son of Faison and Alex Marick (Finola Hughes). Anything goes when it comes to parental rewrites on the ABC soap. No matter how this plays out, there are some intriguing options to mull over. As other GH news rolls in, we’ll bring you updates. General Hospital spoilers say some exciting Esme revelations are still to come, so
stay tuned! CDL’s the place to be for fantastic General Hospital spoilers, updates and news, so make us your top source. Photo provided by CBS The Young and the Restless' Eric Braeden (Victor) is loving his character's current journey. Right now, the Mustache is facing off against his duplicitous son-in-law, Ashland (Robert Newman), over daughter
Victoria (Amelia Heinle). Braeden got candid with Soap Opera Digest about his thoughts on past regime's views of Victor and letting the tycoon be himself.The Daytime Emmy winner called Victor vs. Ashland "one of the best storylines that I’ve had in years," explaining:Because it’s all very real, meaning, one understands that Victoria would fall for a
good-looking guy like that with a lot of money; one would understand how she, being Victor Newman’s daughter, would have certain Machiavellian tendencies, meaning she sees the possibility of a merger between Locke’s company and Newman. She sees all that and at the same time, he’s a good-looking guy with a lot of money and she fell for him.
But the real Machiavellian, of course, is Victor [laughs]! Victor, on one hand, has very paternal, fatherly feelings, wants his daughter to be happy, is happy that she’s out of Billy Boy’s [Jason Thompson] clutches, yet he, too, is beginning to smell a certain rat. He doesn’t quite trust him and is very aware of it and of course, his fatherly instincts of
wanting to protect his daughter are stronger than almost anything. And to protect his business. So, he’s not stupid! Victor is a chess player. He’s about two, three, four moves ahead of everyone else. So it all makes sense, psychological sense. Sound sense. That’s why I think it’s such a brilliant storyline because it’s one where you can do long-term
planning.Braeden recalled:The last regime introduced things that no one gave a damn about, okay? Let’s call a spade a spade. No one gave a damn about some of those storylines, no one, because they were not part of the history of that show! I hate to say it, but obviously, the Newman empire is one of the main cornerstones of the show. What the last
regime really wanted, to be frank with you, was to get rid of me and get rid of Melody [Thomas Scott, Nikki], if you want to know the truth.Thankfully, the Newmans are here to stay. But Victor's complicated relationship with his heiress apparent is both protective and respectful. Braeden said: Both. Really both. In other words, you cannot suddenly
ask a father, or a mother, to forget about the very basic paternal instincts or maternal instincts, the parental instincts. You cannot forget about them no matter how successful the offspring has become. On the other hand, you want them to be successful. You want them to be independent. You want them to make strong decisions. So, what is
interesting about this storyline is that all these feelings are very mixed, the paternal feelings. The paternal feelings also apply to the offspring’s success in business. It’s very complex; therefore, it’s a brilliant storyline, it really is. It all makes such sense. I wish they would take a little bit more time with each segment of the storyline, not jump to fast
conclusions, just a little bit more time. But the feelings toward Victoria on the part of Victor are very mixed. He adores her, that’s his daughter, yet he is protective of her, yet he wants her happiness, yet he doesn’t want her happiness with a man he doesn’t trust. 21 ABY,[1] Bestoon Legacy[2] "Rey, be brave." ―Rey's mother[3] Rey's mother was a
human female who worked as a junk trader during the New Republic Era. The father of her child was Galactic Emperor Darth Sidious' cloned "son," a strandcast grown from the Emperor's genetic template. Rey was sold at a young age by her mother and father, who sought to hide her on the desert planet Jakku to prevent Sidious from using his
granddaughter as a vessel for his essence. Unable to locate Rey, Sidious had the girl's parents killed by the assassin Ochi. Biography[] The birth of Rey[] "When he sired a genetic heir to my Empire, a new opportunity to ensure my legacy arose. But my errant clone and his mate absconded with their child and went into hiding." ―Darth Sidious[4]
During the rise of the New Republic, a woman of obscure background became involved with the cloned "son"—a genetic strandcast—of Galactic Emperor Darth Sidious. The Emperor had not anticipated the woman's relationship with his clone, but through it he sought to continue his bloodline the natural way after genetic experimentation on his
template failed to produce a viable host for his essence. When their daughter, Rey, was born[5] in 15 ABY,[6] she inherited her grandfather's connection to the Force, whereas her father had not.[5] Exile and death[] "She isn't on Jakku. She's gone." ―Rey's mother, to Ochi[3] Rey's parents left her on Jakku to prevent Darth Sidious from finding her.
The Emperor intended to transfer his spirit to his granddaughter's body, leaving the unstable cloned body that could not sustain his power in the dark side of the Force. However, his plan was thwarted by Rey's parents, who escaped into hiding along with their daughter. Sidious sent his devotee, the assassin Ochi, after them,[5] determined to regain
his granddaughter and punish her parents who, in his view, betrayed him.[4] They eventually settled on Jakku, having elected to live in obscurity on a desert planet in order to keep their daughter safe.[5] Life on Jakku was difficult for Rey's family, her mother and father struggling to survive as junk traders.[5] Their efforts to hide Rey were nearly
compromised when Ochi drew closer to locating them. In an act of desperation, they sold their daughter to Unkar Plutt before Ochi found them. The mother embraced her daughter for the last time, her face partly obscured by a blue shawl. Both she and Rey's father were taken as prisoners by Ochi. Rey watched as Ochi's starship, the Bestoon Legacy,
departed from Jakku. Knowing her parents were onboard the transport, she tried to free herself from Plutt's grasp while screaming for her parents to not leave her behind.[2] Sidious had Rey's mother and father killed for refusing to reveal their daughter's location. As Ochi interrogated the couple regarding their daughter's whereabouts, Rey's mother
tried to undermine Ochi's investigation with misinformation, claiming that Rey was not on Jakku and that she was simply gone. Her lie was unacceptable to Sidious' follower; acting on his master's command, he used his dagger to stab Rey's father and then her mother to death.[2] Due to Ochi's subsequent death on Pasaana, however, Rey remained
hidden from her grandfather and the Sith Eternal cult that supported him.[5] Legacy[] "I never lied to you. Your parents were no one. They chose to be to keep you safe." ―Kylo Ren, to Rey[3] Rey grew up as a scavenger on Jakku, hoping to be reunited with her mother and father one day. The bodies of Rey's parents were buried in a pauper's grave in
the desert of Jakku.[7] Though Rey had all but forgotten her past, she remained on Jakku for years in the hope of reuniting with her mother and father.[5] During that time, she had nightmares of her mother and father abandoning her when she was a child.[2] That memory resurfaced twice in her early adult years, once when she visited Takodana[8]
and again during her Jedi training on Ajan Kloss. Following the second occurrence, however, she remembered another forgotten moment from her childhood, in which she found herself in the warm embrace of a woman that she knew to be her mother.[2] Rey was captured on Takodana by the First Order warlord Kylo Ren, who learned about the
scavenger's parents through the Force-bond that connected their minds. Based on what he saw of them through a Force vision, Ren concluded that Rey was sired by insignificant[5] junk traders.[7] The desperate conditions of their lives also convinced Ren that they abandoned their daughter,[5] selling Rey for drinking money.[7] As a Jedi, Rey
succeeded in destroying Sidious, her paternal grandfather who had her parents killed. Rey's mother was remembered by Sidious as the mate of his clone, whom he despised as a "useless creature" that he rejected due to its powerlessness in the Force.[4] The Emperor revealed to Ren the secret of Rey's lineage as his granddaughter. The revelation did
not change Ren's mind about Rey's parents; he still regarded them as nonentities. Nevertheless, he tried to turn Rey to the dark side by telling her that Sidious, her grandfather, ordered her parents' execution. Ren's actions caused Rey to rediscover forgotten memories of her childhood, including the last time she saw her parents.[5] Though she
possessed qualities of a Jedi,[4] Rey struggled to resist the seduction of the dark side. The knowledge that her mother and father were killed on her grandfather's orders caused Rey to develop a desire to avenge them. Ultimately, though, the memory of her parents kept Rey entrenched in the light side of the Force. During the Battle of Exegol, Rey
succeeded in destroying her grandfather, preventing the rebirth of the Sith.[5] Personality and traits[] "Weak. Like your parents.""My parents were strong. They saved me from you." ―Darth Sidious and Rey[3] Rey was loved by her mother, who endured a life of hardship and sacrifice for her daughter's sake. The young[2] human female who gave
birth to Rey had brown hair, brown eyes, and light skin. Like the father of her child, she loved Rey and was willing to risk death by hiding her daughter from Darth Sidious.[3] She chose to live in obscurity to keep Rey safe and bore the consequences of her choice, living day-to-day on the edge of desperation.[5] With Ochi on her trail, she made the
decision to sell her daughter, though not before embracing her one last time, telling Rey to be brave.[3] Having to give her daughter away, even to keep her safe, drove Rey's mother to tears as they embraced for the final time, neither one wanting to let the other go.[2] She remained defiant during her final moments, refusing to reveal her daughter's
whereabouts to the Emperor's hunter even when her life and that of her child's father were threatened.[3] Rey's mother was dismissed as unimportant and weak by Ren and Sidious, whereas Rey ultimately remembered her as someone who was strong enough to keep her safe from her grandfather.[3] Behind the scenes[] Rey's mother was first
mentioned, albeit indirectly, in the 2015 film Star Wars: Episode VII The Force Awakens, the first installment of the Star Wars sequel trilogy.[8] She first appeared in a flashback sequence of the 2019 film Star Wars: Episode IX The Rise of Skywalker, where she was portrayed by Jodie Comer.[3] Appearances[] Sources[] Notes and references[]
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